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Introduction 
A variety of finite monoids (also called an M-variety, or pseudovariety) is u1 
collection of finite monoids closed under finite direct products and division. (See 
Eilenberg [1,2] for the definitions of all terms not defined in the text of this paper.)1 In
this; paper I consider the following M-varieties: ILet P be a set of prime integers; then 
Gp denotes the collection of all solvable groups rJ such that if p is prime and p 11 IGi, 
then p E P. Mp is the collection of all finite monoids M such that every group 
contained in M is in GP. 
Given a finite alphabet X, consider the family of all recognizable subsets of X* (the 
free monoid on X) whose syntactic monoids are in (‘* UP, and the family of recognizaible 
subsets whose syntactic monoids are in Mp. These families will be characterized here 
in terms of elementary operations on pubsets of X* - the format of the theore:ms 
proved here is the same as that of Kleene’s theorem characterizing the family 
of all recognizable subsets of X* and Schiitzenberger’s theorem characterizing 
the family of all recognizable subsets of X*’ whose syntactic monoids are group- 
free. 
Section 1 lists some basic facts about recognizable sets and finite monoids which 
will be used throughout the paper. For the most part 1. have adhere\d to the notation 
and terminology of Eilenberg [1, 21 with some important exceptions, as noted 
below. 
Section 2 introduces anew operation on subsets of X* and states and proves the 
main theorem of the paper. Three auxiliary propositions, required for the proof of 
the main theorem, are stated in Section 2, and their proofs are given in the 
subsequent three sections. Sechon 6 deals with hie:rarchies in the families of subsets 
under consideration. 
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1. Preiiminaries 
This paper employs two types of objects in its study of recognizable sets. 
(i) Transformation monoids. A (finite) transformation monoid is a pair (Q, S) 
where Q is a finite set (the set of states) and S is a submonoid of F(Q), the monoid of 
all functions from Q into itself with composition as multiplication. ‘(The terminology 
“Ml is a submonoid of M2” is used only if the identity elements of Ml and A& 
coincide.) A function in F(Q) is written to the right of the element it acts upon, and 
such functions are composed on the right; thus the image of q E Q under s E S is 
written 4s. (In [2] this is called a complete transformation monoid.) 
I will use the abbreviation tm for transformation monoid. Given a tm K = (Q, S), I 
will write S(K) to denote the underlying monoid S. 
In this paper I make use of the partial order < (division) and the binary products 
x and 0 (direct product and wreath product) in the class of tm’s. 
(ii) Automata. Given a finite alphabet X and a finite set Q, a right action of X* on 
Q is a map from Q XX* into Q, where the image of the pair (q, w) is written qw, 
which satisfies the conditions: 
(4 1 w w’=q(ww’) foranyqEQ; w, wkX*, 
cIl=q for any q E Q. 
In light of the above conditions, aright action is completely determined by specifying 
the value of qx for each q E Q and ‘x E X. 
An X-automaton ti = (Q, i, T), called a “complete deterministic X-automaton” in 
[2], consists of a right action of X* on Q together with an initial state i E Q and a set 
of terminal states T s Q ‘Zle set A = {w E X* 1 iw E T} is called the behavior of c(;ze 
and is denoted I&I. A subs&t of X* is recognizable if and only if it is the behavior of an 
automaton. The action of X on Q defines afunction f : X + F(Q) by q(x) = qx, and f
extends to a homomorphism f : X* *F(Q), which in turn gives rise to the 
tm TM(&) = (Q, S), where S = X*f. TM(&) is called the tm of J$. 
Given a recognizable subset A of X* there is an associated minimal automaton, 
Aut(A), which recognizes A. The tm of Aut(A) is denoted TM(A) and is called the 
tm of A. (In [Z] this is called the complete tm of A.) M(A) = S(TM(A)) is called the 
syntactic monoid of A. The following propositior r;-ears in [2] (Proposition 
VII. 6.1.). 
ogosition. If A is a recognizable subset of X* and & is an automaton whose 
behavior is A, then TM(A) <TM(&). 
If 44’ is a finite monoid then one can form the tm (M, M.); i.e., the-state set of this,tm 
is M. Observe that the right action on M on itself is faithful, since lm = lm’ implies 
m = m’, ndeed efine a tm. When no ambiguity will result, this tm will be 
denoted ntification is justified by the easily proved fact that “Ml (: 
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and ’ W = J4i x h&“, interpreted as statements 
corresponding statements about monoida. 
about tm’s, are equivalent o the 
osition. lf A s X” is recognizable, then TM(A) -C M(A). 
roof. Let TM(A) = (Q, M(A)) and let i E Q be the initial state of Aut(A). Map 
f: M(A) + Q by mf = im. Since every state of Aut(A) is accessible from i, f is 
surjective. Since (mm’)f = i(mm’) = (im)m’ = (mf)m’, the result follows. 
The following facts about the wreath product will be needed: 
1.5. Proposition. (a) Let G be a finite group and let H be a normal subgroup of G. Then 
G 4 H 0 (G/H). 
(b) If S(K) and S(L) are groups, then S(Lo K) is a group. 
(c) If G is a group contained in S(L * K), then G divides an extension of a group 
contained in S(L) x - l 9 x S(L) by a groupcontained in S(K). (The numberoffactors in 
the direct product is the number of states of the tm K.) 
For proofs of these statements, ee [2]. 
Let Cr, be the monoid { 1, a, b} wit12 imultiplication given by xy = y for any x E U2, 
y = a or b. U2 acts faithfully on {cx, b}, so there results a tm ({a, b}, UZ), which is 
denoted 2’. 
1.4. Theorem (Krohn-Rhodes Decomposition Theorem). Let K be a tm. Then 
K <KnoK,,.-l 0 l 9 l 0 K1, where for each j, 16 j s n, either Ki = 2’ or Ki is a simple group 
G such that G <S(K). 
For the proof, see [2] or [3]. 
This section closes with some facts about the effects of the operations of union, 
concatenation and complemerrt on the syntactic monoids of recognizable sets. 
1.5. Proposition. Let A and B be recognizable subsets of X*. Then 
(a) M(A u B) i M(A) x M(B). 
(b) M(X”-A) = M(A). 
(c) Every group contained in: M(AB) divides a group contained in M(A) x M(B). 
For the proofs see [2]. Observe that (a) and (b) imply the additional fact that 
M(AnB)<M(A)xM(B). 
2. The set (Ax, r, n) and the main theorem 
Let X be a finite alphabet. X” denotes the free semigroup on X; that is., 
X” = X* -{l}. If w E X* and 1) E X’, v is called an initial segment of w if there is a 
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V’E *suchthat w=vv’.XfAsX*and wE *, then A/w denotes the number of 
initial segments of w which are in A. For example, if A = X* or X+, then A/w is the 
length of w ; if 31~ E X and A = X*x (that is, the set of all words in X* whose final etter 
is x), then A/w is equal to the number of occurrences of the letter x in w. useful 
interpretation of A/w is the following: Let & be an automaton which recognizes 
and run the word w through JZ~; then A/w is the number of times w hits a termi 
state of 36 
If A SE “, n s 1 and r E Zfi, then I define 
observe that 1 E (A, r, n) iff r = 0. 
Let P be a set of prime numbers. I define the following collections of finite 
monoids: 4;p consists of all solvable groups G such that if p is prime and p 1 ICI, then 
PEP. consists all finite monoids M such that every group contained in M is in Gp. 
If P consists of a single prime p, then is the collection of all p-groups (since every 
g-group is solvable j. If the set of all primes, then is the collection of all finite 
solvable groups, while is the collection of all mon M such that ever oup in 
M is solvable. If P = 0, then 4” JP consists of the trivial group alone, while is the 
collection of all group-free finite monoids. 
Ht is well-known from elementary group theory tha is closed under finite direct 
products and division ES]. In [Z] it is shown that if variety consisting 
is the collection of all monoids M such that every group 
variety. It follows that Gp and Mp = Gp are varieties 
If P is a set of primes, let X*J$ = {A C_ X* 1 M(A) E Gp) and X*& = 
}. The main theorem of this paper, stated below, characterizes 
these families of recognizable sets. 
Let P be a set cf primes. 
thi smallest family 9 of xubsets of X* satisfying the following three 
(i) !k. 9 
(ii) If A E @, x E 4 p E P and r E Zp, then (Ax, r, p) E SK 
9, thenX*-A andAvBa 
smallest family 9’ of subsets satisfying the following three 
conditions. 
(0 If 
(ii) If then 
(iii) If and 
f will be given shortly. ositions, ill be 
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n>l and r&Z,. Then 
Let $J be family of subsets of is a finite alphabet. Following [2], the 
boolean closure of 9 is defined to be the smallest family X of subsets of X* which 
contains 8; and which satisfies the conditions: 
(i) $!kSCC. 
(ii) IfA,BEK,thenAwBandX*-AareinX. 
A family of subsets is boolean-closed if it is equal to its boolean closure. 
reposition. (a) Let A G X* bc a recognizable set and let K = (Q, S) be a tm such 
that TM(A) < Z,,oK. Then A is in the boolean closure of the family of sets 
(b) Let A s X* and let K = (Q*, S) be a trill such that TM(A) < G OK, where G is an 
abelian group. Then A is in the boolean closure of the family of sets 
{BEX*/TM(B)<K}U{(C~, r, n)ICzX*,TM(C)<K, n > 1, r&Z,)}. 
2.4. Proposition. Let A z X* be recognizable and let K = (Q, S) be a tm such that 
TM(A) c 2’0 K. Then A E 9, where 93s the smallest family of subsets of X* satisfying 
(i) If x E X, then {x) E 9’. 
(ii) If B s X* and TM(B) x K, then B E 9. 
(iii) 9 is closed under concatenation and is boolean-closed. 
Assuming the preceding three propositions, Theorem 2.1 will. now be proved_ 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let 9 be the family of sets defined in tk statement of the 
theorem. To show 9% X*J$ it suffices to prove 
(i) 065 X*9$. 
(ii) If A E X*&, x E X, p E P’ and r E ZP, then (Ax, r, p) c X’*&. 
(iii) If A, B E X*S;,, then X*, -A and A v B are in X*.%p. 
Since M(0) is the trivial group, (i) follows. By Proposition 2.2, TM((Ax, r, p)) < 
@TM(A). By 1.3(b, c), M&Ax, r, p)) is an extension of a ,group contained in 
Z&* l Y Zp by M(A). Since M(A) E it follows th 
holds. (iii) is a result of 1 S(a, b) iand the that Gp is, an 
For the opposite inclusion, let A E X*4;p. Then M(A) E , so there is a normal 
series 
such that the qu ient groups GJG*, . . . , Gk-.JGk:, Gk are all cyclic grou hose 
orders are in P. 1.2 and 1.3(a), 
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where each pi E P. The roof now proceeds by induction. If TM(A) <(ll, then 
A =X* or A = bd (these are the only sets which can be the behavior of a one-state 
automaton). By assumption 8 E 9, and X* - - X* - 8 E 5 Assume now for some j that 
whenever 
TM(B) < Zpj ~g~*~Z,,~{l}, 
where ~1, . . . , pi E P, then B E 95 Let 
TM(A) -c ZPi+t 0. . l 0 Zpt 0 {1), 
where ~1,. . . , pi+l E P. Let K = Zpi 0 . l l 0 Zpl 0 (1). Then TM(A) i Zpi+l *K. The 
inductive hypothesis and Proposition 2.3(a) now imply A E S. Thus X*& G R 
(b) Let 9 be the family defined in the statement of the theorem. To show 
9’ E X*& it suffices ta prove 
(i) If x E X, then {x} E X*&p. 
(ii) If A cz X*&, x E X, p E P, and r E Zp, then (Ax, r, p> E X%&. 
(iii) If A, B E X”&, then X * - A, A v B and AB are in X*&. 
tion shows M({x}) is a three-element group-free monoid, so 
for every set of primes P, and (i) follows. By 2.2, TM((Ax, r, p)) < 
Zp oTM(A). By 2.2, if A E X*& and p E P, then by 1.3(c), every group in 
M((Ax, r, p)) is in Mp, so (ii) follows. (iii) results from lS(a, b, c) and the fact that Mp 
is an variety. Thus 9’ G X*&. 
For the opposite inclusion, let A E X*.4&. Then M(A) G Mp and by 1.4, 
where for each j, 1 aj 6 n, either Ki = 2’ or Kj = Zp for some p E P (as these are the 
only simple groups which divide M(A)). The proof proceeds, as in part (a), by 
induction on n: If TM(A) <{l}, then A = X* or A = 0. Since 8 = {x) - {x}, and 
X* = X* -0, it follows that A E 9’. The inductive step is patterned after the 
argument in part (a), except here there are two cases: Either Kj+l := Zp, or Kj+l= 2’. 
Proposition 2.3(a) in the first case, and Proposition 2.4 in the second, imply A E 9. 
This completes the proof. 
If P consists of a single prime p, Theorem 2.1(a) gives a characterization f the 
family of recognizable subsets of X* whose syntactic monoids are p-groups. A 
different charackrization of the same family is given in [Z]. If P = @, Theorem 2.1(b) 
is the Schiitzenberger Theorem on group-free monoids [2,4,6]. The MI-variety of 
finite nilpotent groups can be characterized as well, using the following fact 
(Proposition VII.5.3 from [2]): Let (& 1 i E I} be a collection of varieties, and let V 
be the smallest variety containing LJicr 
X*olr,={A CX*/ } and X*~={AEX*IM(A)E V}. 
Then *‘V is the boolean closure of Ui~~X*‘I”~. Since a finite monoid is aklpotenf 
group if and only if it divides a direct product of p-groups, it follows that for a 
recognizable subset A o potent group if and only if is in the 
boolean closure cf UQEP the set of at1 primes. 
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ket J$ = (Q, i, T) = Aut(A). Define a new automaton 99 = (Z,, X Q, (0, i), {r}X Q) 
with action given by 




where j E Zn, q E Q, and x EX. I claim lBl= (Ay, r, n). To see this, let w E X*. If 
w = 1, then w E l!Bl if and only if (0, i) is a terminal state of 3, that is, if and only if 
r=O.S01~1!%1ifandonlyif l~(Ay,r).).If ~#i:thenw=xl...x,,x~~X.So 
w E Ial if and only if 
(0, i)xl . . . xm = (r, ix 1 . . . xm). 
The left-hand coordinate of the state is raised by 1 for each initial segment x1 . . . xk 
ofwsuchthatixl...Xk-lETandxr:==y,orsuchthatk=1,,iET,andxk=y.Inother 
’ tvords, 1 is added to the left-hand coordinate for each initial segment of w which is in 
Ay. So w E I381 if and only if the number of such initial segments is congruent to r 
modulo n, that is, iff w E (Ay, r, n). Thus 1 aI= (Ay, r, n), and by Proposition 1.1, 
TM((Ay, r, n)) <TM(a). To complete the proof, I show TM(B) <Zn 0 TM(A). 
Indeed, the state set of TM@?) is the same as the state set of 2, oTM(A), and each 
transformation in TM(B) is a transformation in Z, oTM(A). To see this, observe 
that S(TM(B)) is generated by the transformations (j, q) + (j, q)x, where x E X. Let 
s, be the transformation in TM(A) induced by the right action of x on Q, and let 
fx : Q + 2, be the map defined by 
CLf x 
/l ifqETandn=y, 
I 0 otherwise. 
Then (fx, s,) isI a transformation in Zfl 0 TM(A), and the action of (fx, s,) on Z, X Q is 
identical to the action of x on 2, x Q in 93. Thus TM(B) < 2, oTM(A), SO 
TM((Ay, r, n)) <Z, 0 TM(A). 
4. Proof of Proposition 2.3 
Several lemmas are required before the proof itself can be given. 
.I. (a) Let Y be a finite alphabet and let f : Y* + Z,, be a homomorphism. If 
j E Zn, then jf-’ is in the boolean closure of the family {( Y*y, r, n) I y E Y, r E 2,). 
(b) Let Y be a finite alphabet, G a finite abelian group, and f : Y* -, G a homo- 
morphism. If g E G, then gf-’ is in the booc’ean closure of the family of sets 
v*y,r,n)lnS,rEZ,, yE ‘Y}. 
roof. (a) Let Y = (yl, . . . , y,}, and for 1 s is m, let & = yd Then if w E Y*, 
wf =t*(Y”yJw)+* l ~+t,(~*Ymjw), 
where R denotes the congruence class modulo n of the natural number k. Let 
M={(k1,..., k,j~Z~)tlkl+-=**t,k,=j).Then 
jf-1 = U 
(k I,...Jcm)EK 
[ii {W 1!Y*YdW)= kl] 
i= 1 
proving the assertion of part (a). 
(b) If G is an abelian group, then @ = Z,,, x - - . x Z,+. Thus for any w E Y”, 
wf=(Wfi,***r wfk), where each fi : Y* +Zmi is a homomorphism, Let g E 43. Then 
g = (ii,. . . , jk), and gf-’ = nfr.l j$T’, and the result follows from part (a). 
Let A G X* and (Q, S) be a tm such thut TM(A) < IQ, S). ‘l”kere is Q 
rpz~p tp : X -+ S and an X-automaton & = (Q, i, T), with ac&n defined by @X = q(xyr), 
such that I&l = A. 
Proof. Let Aut(A) = (Q’, i’, T’). Since TM(A) -C (Q, S) there is a subset P of Q, a 
surjcctive map $ : P-, Q’, and for each x E X an x^ 6S such that 
y#x = cpx^# for all q E Q. * ( ) 
Let i be any element of P satisfying i# = i’ and let T = :f’#-‘. Define (9 : X -) S by 
xcp = 2. If w =x1 . . . xk EX*, then iw# = (ix^i . . . i&i =d‘q . . . xk = iw (this last 
follows by repeated application of the formula (*)). Thus iw E T if and only if 
i’w E T’, i.e., if and only if w E A. If w = 1, then 1 E l&l if and only if I E T, that is, if 
and only if i’ E T’, or equivalently, if and only if 1 E A. Thus,ldl = A. 
Given a right action of X* on a set Q, adjoin a new element I to X and define the 
delay right action of X* on Q X (Xv(I)) by setting 
(4, X)Y = (4x9 Y) 
whereqeQ;x,yEX. 
Given a right action of X* on Q, which induces ithe tm K = (Q, S), form 
the delay right action of * on Qx(X u(1)). Letq, qk Q; x, y EX. Then 
(a) {wEX*I(q,I)w=(q’,x!}=Fx 
(W {W~xY:l(q,Y)W=(q',x)}= ‘~X~(11, lf(q,y)=(q',x) Gx 
otherwise 
where F, G c 
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roof. Define X-automata 9 and 41 by 9 = (Q, q, (4’)) and 9 = IQ, qy, {q’)). (The 
underlying right action of these automata is the original right action of X* on Q.) 
G = 1.91, gives formulas (a) and (b). It follows from Proposition 
. (a) TM(A) G?,, 0 K, so by Lemma 4.2 there is a map 
(o : X -3r S(Z. 0 K), an initial state i (I 2, x Q, and a set of terminal states T 5; Z,, x Q 
resulting in an automaton & = (Zn x Q, i, T) with l&i = .k7 Let ncg = (fr, sx), where 
sx E S and f3; : 8 + Z,. The map from X into S which assigns to each x E X the 
element s, o-f S induces aright action of X* on Q defined by setting qx = q,sx ffor each 
XEX. 
Define a map &QxX-+Q by” (q,.x)@=qf. for all .xX, qEQ. With tl.is 
notation, 
Cj&t=(j+(q,x)&qx) foralljEZ,,qEQ,xEX. 
Let i = (m, 4). It is sufficient to treat he case in which .& has a single terminal state, 
since for any automaton (Q, i, T), i(Q, i, 731 = UtE T i(Q, i, {t})i. So let T = ((m’, q’)). 
Let w E X* and suppose w + 1. Then w = x1 . . . xk, where each Ki E X. Then w E iad/ if 
and only if 
(m, @xl . . . xk = (d, q’). 
That is, if and only if 
Let j=m” -m.Sofor w#l, wlEi&fandonlyif 
qw ‘4’ 
Also, 1 E i&I if and only if m = nr’ and q = q’. Thus A = )&I = B n C, where 
B = (w E x” 1 qw = q’}v 
C’={x*-• xk E x+ 1 r;q, xl)p + l ’ ’ + (4x1 ’ ’ l xk--1, xk)@ = jj, 
c= 
i 
C’u{l} if j=ol!, 
C’ if j # 01. 
Let 3 be the X-automaton (Q, q, (4’)) with the given right action of X* on Q. Then 
193 I= B, so it follows from 1.1 that TM(B) -<. K. 
The map p : Y + 2, extends to a homomorphism g : I’* +4&.. 
as asserted. 
(b) The proof isidenti 
4.1(a), is applied st the 
5. 
The proof is quite similar to that of i?roposition 2.3. I will use Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3, 
and the fobwin counterpart to Lemma 4.1. 
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rT E .Z Thus it remains to show that C E 9’. Extend 6 to a 
+ Uz. Define h : X* + Y* as in the proof of 2.3. Then 
C = l(hg)-* w a(lrg)_* = 1g-‘h-’ U ag-‘h-‘. 
For each c E LJz let YC = {y E Y 1 yg = c}. By lemma 5.1, lg-’ = Y;“. If w E X*, then 
= Yrh-’ if and on& if there is no initial segment u of w such that 
1 0 } and Eb={veX*l(q,I)ve Yb}. 
-X*-EX*. By Lemma 4.3, E is a union of sets of 
the form whereTM(F)<K. Thus Yfh-‘E9i Again by Lemma 5.1, 
ag-’ = Y*Y,YT and ag”‘h-’ =(Y*Y,YT)h-‘. 
If w E X*, then wh E Y* Y=Yf if and only if w = uv, where (q, I)u E Y, and no initial 
segment U* of o satisfies (q, I)UV’E Y, u Yb. For each y E Ya, let 
Gy={uEX*l(q,I)u=y} and H,,=(v’EX*I~V’E YauYb}. 
Then 
(Y*Y,Y’:)h” = u G,,(X* - HJ”). 
YEY, 
By Lemma 4.3, each Gy is of the form Mx, where TM(M) < K and x E X. Let 
Hb = Hy -{l}. Again by Lemma 4.3, each Hi is a finite union of sets of the form Nx’, 
where TM(N) <K and x’ E X. Thus if 1 E H_ 9 
(Y*Y,Y’:)h-‘= u G,(X*-(H; u{l})X*)= u G,(X”-(Hx*uX*)). 
YEY, YEY, 
If 1 e HP xhen 
(Y*Y,Yf)h-‘= u GY(X*-Hq*). 
YEY, 
In either case, the above formulas show (Y* Y,Yf )h-’ E 9’. Hence C E 9, so 
A=BuCd? 
6. HIemucMes 
Let GWl denote the M-variety of all finite solvable groups and let X*&-,l= 
{A sX* IA&(A) E G,,}. Let iI& denote the M-variety of all finite konoids Mlsuch 
that every group in M is in GBor and let X*&l = (A s X* IM(A) E lb&& The 
families X*&,1 and X*&,, have already been characterized inTheorem 2.1, since 
x*&J, = X*&l = X*& where P is the set of all primes. I claim that for 
any n zs 2, prime or not, if A E X*.%sol(X*&,~), then (Ax, r, n) E X*~,,~(X*J&,~). 
t i 
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I will show by induction that (A) E Gj. First, if 
soM(A)ed&. 
) E t‘&. I will show that 
(a, b) and Lemma 6.1 (a) it suffices 
+I, either A E Sk, in 
A, = (Bx, r, n), 
03-M(B)). By 
C and a direct 
M(B) E Gk, so 
is completes the proof. 
of the theorepl just proved is that each family 3i is 
venawordw=xr-q, inX’,let wr=xn -*xl. 
let A’={w’l w A}. It is not hard to show that 
he monoid M(A) (see 123). Since G = G’ for any 
* g-l), Theorem 6.2 implies A E 3i if and only 
hierarchv in X* 
under boolean operations and concatenation, 
i==Q,1,2,..., 
MAX, r, n)lA~ i,?lb2,rEZn,XEX}, i=O, 1,2,.. . . 
nd by the remarks at the beginning of this section, 
eorem 1.4 and Proposition 1.3(c), it follows that a monoid M belongs to 
roup-free or an abelian group. Let MC denote the 
occurring in such a decomposition of M. (This is 
up-complexity of finite semigroups tudied in [3].) For 
X* be a recognizable set. A E 53, if and only if M(A) E Mb 
omitt theorem is discussed in [7] (unpublished). 
Professor Bret Tilson of Queens College, CUNY, for his 
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